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1. 0 BACKGROUND AIM ZDTRODUCTON 

1.1 Proiect Background
 

This report is the rasult of a st-d7 undertaken as part of a series of programs 
initiatad in 1983 undertaken by the Office of Energy within U.S.A.I.D :o assess 
critical policy issues functioning to the energy sector and i:s relacionship to 
other critical economic activities and, in particular, agricultura. 

During early 1983 a team from Arthur D. Little, Inc. completed a projeca in 

Pakistan dealing with the relationship between rural electrification, irrigation 
'pumping, and agricultural output. ( I ) This project exhibited in quanitative 

carms the important links between rural electrification, national energy
 
planning, and the expansion of agricultural outputs. If d4al= with many 
-praccical issues which impact near term decisions such as the cost to benefit
ratios of i.nc-easing a,-iculera c ut: -.. "-' ain ,h'.1' .za::.3_ 
elec=.-ifie4 pumping on electric system catacity raquirements, and the trade offs 
between diesel pumps, electrified pumps, and, in the future, ;hotovoltaic pumps. 
Similar critical policy and project oriented issues are arising with increasing 

frequency.
 

in order to obtain additional insights into the connection between agricultural 
expansion using irrigation and energy sector planning, a member of the project 
team participated in an assessment of irrigation options at specific sites along
 
the Senegal River(2) and made preliminary assessments of the potential impact of
 
Irrigacion exoansion plans on the energy sector (and vice versa). :3i- work 
reinforced the conclusion of the vital role of energy relatad costs on 
agricultural economics where irrigation pumping is important input.an 

*Numbers in parentheses refer to references at 
the end of the reort-.
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The exnerience referred to above indicated that it is critical that energy 
related issues be formally addressed when considering large expansions in
 
azriculture based on pumped irrigation. Otherwise, 
 irrigation projects might be
 
implemented which cannot be economically sustained over 
 the long term once the
 
recurrent costs associated with energy delivery to 
the pumping systems become
 
transparent.
 

1.2 TMvortance f Irrigation !h=ining 

The expansion of agricultural output in many LDC depends increasingly on pumped
 
irrigation systems. This 
 is t-ue for countries as diverse as Bangladesh, where 
irrigation pumping is essential for multiple cropping, to 
Egypt, where further
 
expansion of agriculture is planned in arid new land areas and Senegal where
 
development of the Senegal 
River Valley depends almost entirely on pumping.
 
The expansion of irrigation pumping 
 is now or could be accomplished via rural
 
e..ec=ri_cation programs. These 
 programs are. extremely important elemen.s in 
energy sector planning and policy development. For example, in ?akiscan,
 
electric sector expansion consumes over S0 percent of the toual energy sector
 
budget. 
 The major donors are also heavily involved in electric sectoz expansion
 
rograms amounting to well over $3 billion in 1982. Roughly 16 pe.:cent of Vorld
 
Bank financing and 25 percent of Asian Development Bank financing is devoted to
 
electric sector inrastructure development 
-
much of which is either directly of
 
indirectly associated with rural electrification.
 

"frizztion pumping is a highly energy intensive process. As a resul_-, :he 
operation of the irrigation pumping systems is often the predominant load 

z =heural acuor. For example, in Pakistan over 20 percent of a
 
generated is used for operatIon of pumping systems. 
 Along the middle and upper
 
Lcc:ions of :he Senegal River Valley over 90% 
of power generated is to operate 
irrigation pun's*. The large impact of pumping on electric loads is readily 

sSandabe given the -picaly low use in individual homes in LDC (.5-I k h 
.... as red - even a modest sized irrigation pump (50-200 k'4h/day, for 

*All power in 
hese regions is produced by Diesel generators or Diesel pumps.
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Th. role of pumped irrigation in increasing agricultural productivity and the 
well being of rural populations is becoming very important in some countries. 
For example, Pa±istan is now marginally self-sufficient in food largely as a 
result of pumped i-rigation, which is now used in over 15 percent of the arable 
land. Similarly, increasing agricultural production along the Senegal River
 
Valley depends almost exclusively on the morB than 300 pumping uni-= Mosz: 0f 

which have been installed in the last five years.
 

In these and other countries, the continued operation of diesel and eloctrified
 
pumps is becoming increasingly critical to the overall productivity and
 

predictability of the agricultural sector. 
 These pumping operations are, in
 
tLurn, 
 totally dapendent on a predictable supply of energy at economically
 

justifiable costs.
 

The issues associated with the cost of pumping water may already be influencing 
thinking on the role of the cypes of i-rigation systems in Africa. For examle, 
one ";Ord 3.-offia. -- d :hat a o 07S-. 
1,000,000 acres in Sudan based primarily on i.--rgation pumping might need :o be 
reconsidered in light of increasing energy cost and lack of electric generating 
capacity. The higher capital cost options of gravity feed via use of dams and 

dikes would be an alternative in some areas.
 

This report deals primarily with the full range of costs associazed with 
irrigation pumping and associated ramifications for agricultural economics and 
irrigation project planning. 
 It is, however, recognized that many of the
 
problems associated wirh irrigation projects in general and within Africa, in 
particular, are associatad with institutional, social, and managamen: issues. 
This view is described , in detail, in Reference 2.0 and -was reinforced by a
 
field work-er on an irrigation project in Senegal who stated that "90% of my time
 
is spen: on managerial and institutional problems and only a small port-ion at
 
technical and system design issues". i: should be 
noted, however, !hat
 
ir-iga:ion num.ing often exacerbates :hese rela=Ed managerial and social
 
problems. For example, in Senegal 
a major portion of the managerial aff.r-r
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associated with operating the small (20 - 40 hectares) perimeters is associated 
with keepin. the diesel driven pumps running. This is one reason that the 
mission reviewing pumping options in this region leaned toward electrif7ing the 
pumps where this was a reasonable option and, thereby, relieving the local 
irrigation perimeter management of much of the burden of main-aianing and 
operating engine dri.ven systems. In short, the effective management of the 
water distribution system, cropping schedules, and finances is a difficult 
enough task without the added complexities of the pumps. The evaluation of 
irrigation pumping options, therefore, should take into account the persistent 
problems in running and maintaining complex mechanical equipment as well as the
 
conventional economic comparisons between pumping options.
 

There is, therefore, a vital link between agricultural production and energ.y 
sector capabilities which must be addressed if irrigation projects depending on
 
pumped water are to have long term viability and, in particular, have recurrent 
cost structures (fuel, O&M, and capital) which are sustainabla based 8n the 
increased value of agricultral our.outs.
 

Arthur IDlitte,Inc. 



2. 0 &PPTUQON TO SBSARAA AFRICA 

2.1 Irrigation Expansion ?lan.
 

Much of subsahara Africa has been experiencing drought or near drought 
conditions for over 10 years. This, combined with rapid population Increases, 
has resulted in persistent food production shortfalls in almost all countries 
affected with associatid periodic famine which have. gotten renewed public 
attention as a result of the situation in Ethiopia. As a result of this 
persistent flirting with agricultural disaster, all the donors in this ragion 
are now or are considering placing major emphasis on the agricultural sector. 

A significant portion cf these resources will be directed toward projec:s 
involving the f provem.nt or e:-ans-on of r-ipz-ion syscams. For examze, the 

4)COSS for the Sahal ) states "'Cur inzvestigactcns have convinced us chat =he mos= 
likely evolution of rain-fed agricultural production will not yield the output 
goals and schedule we have set for the program. This production will inevitably 
be hostage to periodic severe drought. It is, therefore, advisable and 
necessary to undertake a major effort in irrigation development to exploit the 
considerable volumes of water which pass through t-he unused.rive now Sahe; 
While much irrigation is currently practiced, only about ten percent of the 
potential is being exploited. A.I.D. and others have hesitatad to undertake 
major efforts in irrigation because of the expensive infrast=rucure required, 
=he technical sophistication involved in the operation, and :he dismal
 
experiences with many initiatives to 
date. Yet, irrigation developmenr is
 

required to realize the region's production potencial and assure food security
 
and we are convinced that these problems can be overcome. 'We propose to oro)ceed
 
deliberately, to 
acquire the necessary knowledge in selected pilot investents, 
to rehabilitaa infrastructure in place and to gradually expand :.e activ-y as 

our competence improves."
 

/Arthur D. Urde, Inr, 
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On a similar" note the Annual Budget Submission for U.S.A.I.D., MALI (5 ) , 

indicates "From a national and regional planning framework, it is likely that 

only improved utilization of the Niger River for irrigation will close the gap
 

between food production and population growth." As suggested above, the 
expansion of irrigation in the Sahel and other drought prone regions of Africa 

is an almost unavoidable result of a policy to expand agricultural output. As a 

practical matter, irrigation will be carried out wherever possible using 3ravizy 

fed systems where the basic water supply is a river. However, in many (if not 
most) areas the topography is not conducive to gravity fed systems. For 

example, the Senegal River experiences changes of level of up to 30 feet between 

the dry season and flood stage and, as a result, almost all irrigarion in ALI, 

Senegal, and Mauritnia along this river would (and does) require pumping with 

significant vertical lifts. 

In most countries of Subsahara Azrtca, Long range plans tor expanding irrigated 
areas are still in the development stage or are just beginning to be for-ulaed. 

As a result it is difficult to project with much certainty the growth in 

irrigation and the nature (pumped, gravity, etc.) of the irrigation systems 

themselves. 

(6)

A recent report on irrigation prospects in the Sahel does, however, provide
 

some figures in the gross potential for irrigation and possible rates of 

development. Table 2.1 provides an overview of current irrigated areas, 
potentizl to the year 2000 based on current trends or government plans, and 

ultimate potential of all or most lands suitable for irrigation are brought into 

cultivation. This table deals only with the 8 Sahelian countries. Other 

coun-tries in a similar subsahara arid zone sub.ect to recur:'ent drought 

conditions include Ethiopia, Sudan, Somalia, and sections of Nigeria and the 

Central African Republic. For the Sahelian region alone the FAO estimates that
 

there is an estimated 12 million acres (4.85 million hectares) of land w"ith 

potential for irrigation. By comparison, roughly 2 to 3 million hectares of 

land ire now under some form of controlled irrigation in the countries 

indicated. The figures for the year 2000 are very uncertain for all of the 

countries which 

/t\ 'Arti, T). Tirtle. Tnr 



do not have long range plans. However, it appears that something on the order 
of 4 	 to 6 million hectors of land might be brought under irrigated cultivation 
as a 	minimum requirement to approach food self sufficiency.
 

2.2 	 Enaery _Tmlications of JrTiyation.Exoansion 

Table 2.1 indicates projections for total irriated areas in the Sahel. A 
significant portion of this area ill, however, be gravity fed-in total or in 
part. For example, in the Niger River delta area most irrigaticn can be gravity
 
fed by use of barrages and dikes. However, even in areas which use gravity fed 
irrigation during high water period, pumping may be required during the dry 
season to ensure a double cropping capability. This appears, for example, to be
 
the case in parts of Niger.
 

Basad on discussions with USAID staff and World Bank officia-2, i: appears that 
the percetcage of area requiring pumping will range between roughly 90% 
(Senegal) to about 50% (MALI). It is expect'id other drought prone countries of 
the subsahara will be equally dependent activeon pumping to increase irrigatce 
areas 
from 	present levels and allow for reliable multiple cropping.
 

The 	 energy implications of pumped irrigation depend on several factors 

including:
 

o 	 The 'lolume of pumped water (cubic meters/hectare per crop) requirements of 
the crop as determined by rainfall, climatic conditions, soil conditions, 
irrigation system design, and crop selection.
 

o 
 The depth from which water must be pumped.
 
o 	 The efficiency of the pumping system (engines, motors, pumps, ecc.)
 

The impacts of these factors on pumping energ7 and infrastructure requirements
 
are discussed in section based on recent field experience in Senegal and
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Ove v .v Of Irrigataed Areas In Selectad 

African Countries 

(in thousands of hector:s) 1 

COUiRTY 1978 1985 2000 OTTIAiL 

Cape Verde 1.9 5 
Chad 4.5 280
 

Gambia 2.2 2.8 70 
Hali 12.1.0 150 1000 
Hauricania 1.9 200 
1igr 5.8 6 ZC0 220 
Senegal 91.0 160, 1704 2502 

Upper Volta 9.0 . . 130 
Sudan5 1610 2020 3000 

1.0 Host figures from reference 10-3
 

2.0 Along Senegal River Basin alone
 

3.0 troducing 25 along the Sen.gal river
 

4.0 Assuming 80 along =he Sanegal River 
5.0 Based on discussions vith N'orld Bank 

/U Arthur D. Urde, Inc. 



" .:-catedin Section 3.0, if d.esel pumps are used, the fuel use 
can ran~a from 100 liters/HA per crop for rainy season rice and modest lifts 
(3m) to almost 100 liters/HA per crop for dry season rice with low river levels. 

Even larger volumes of fuel (over 1000 litras per hector) are required to pump 

groundwater from depths quite common in the Sahel (30-60 m). This in itself 
could limit the uza of groundwater resources in many areas - particularly for 

irigacing low value crops such as rice. 

If the pumps are electrified, the corresponding electric sector capacizy 

requirements range from 0.3 to 1 kW of generating - transmission capaciL per 

hectare of land. 

Of course, the above are just general "rules of thumb" based on water ,.ia and 
equipment characteristics in one regions. It is likely, however, that these 
figures are indicative of energy use and infrastructure requirements in ocher 
regions of subsahara Africa with similarly arid conditions and low rainfall to 

supplemenc pumped water. 

Using the above general guidelines, that the Sahelian countries alone might have 

-o import over barrels of oil annually" and/or install up to --_ T. of 
generating capaci-y to serve irrigation grow+-h to the year 2000. By comparison, 

total generating capacity in these countries is now only about __ M.'W. The 
energy use and infrastructure remifications of achieving significant portiona 

of ultimata potential in this region are large compared to present capabilities.
 

The above strongly suggests that plans to significantly increase irrigatad
 

agriculture in subsahara Africa must be closely integratad with energy system
 

and fuel availabilic-y planning. 

2.3 Ernerz-7 Related 3a=rir-s to A&-r±.Zluia2.El as 

The orevious section indicating that the coszs of fuel importa-ion and energy 
sector infrast-ucture development will be foridabla if the role of irrigaad 

agriculture is e.vandad significantly in Subsah-ara Africa. Clearly, much o- "he 

/t Arthur D. Lrie, Inc. \r".. 
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costs assciated wich infrastructure development will have to be assumed by
 
donor organizations given the marginal financial condition of all the countries
 

involved. However, a necessary condition for lc-ag 
term viability of expanding
 

irrigated agriculture is that the projects at least support the recurrent fuel,
 
0&, and capital costs associated with servicing debt, fuel purchases, and 0&1.
 
If this condition is not met either the government (usually with donor support) 
will have to subsidize the systems indefinitely or the systems will fall into a 
state of disrepair as the farmers find themselves unable to provide their share 

of costs.
 

As indicated in Section 3.0, energy related costs impose several practical
 

restrictions on purped irrigation in the Sahel. 
 These include:
 

Dep h of Pumping: 

Pumping energy roquirements are directly related :o the vertical lift through
 
which water must be pumped. Particularly in regions where rainfall is minimal
 
this can impose severe restrictions on the depth of wells or 'the height of
 
irrigated 
areas above rivers. For example, in Senegal it was determined that
 
pumping water through vertical lifts in excess of 10 meters had to be examined 
very closely based on energy related costs alone. This factor could often cast 
doubts on the use of groundwater resources even in regions where such resources
 

are widespread.
 

Double Cropping Potential:
 

A major incentive for pumped irrigation is ::o allow for reliable mul-iple 
cropping. However, "off season" crops are likely to be during dry periods 
(typically September through June in much of the Sahel) when rainfall is minimal 

and tran-evaporational rates very high. The result of these factors is chat 
pumped water needs might be twice those of the "rainy season" crops. T-he 
economic viability of such hot weather crops should be examined closely in 
regions with significant pumping :eads based on energy considerations alone. 

it ArThur D. UIrle, Inc. 
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Crop Selection:
 

For historical reasons, rice is now a stapla in many regions of the Sahel. This 
is unfortunately an example of a crop with very high water requirements even in 
zones with proper (high clay) soil conditions. In addition it is a crop with 
am.le supplies at low cost in world markets. The combination of high -water 
requirements and low value make rice an example of a marginal crop for pumped 
irrigation in many areas. The relationship bet-ween pumping needs, crop value, 
and alternative crop selections needs to be examined closely in all situations
 
with significant pumping heads (over 5 meters). For example, in the upper 
regions of thc Senegal River valley the pumping related costs alone are over 60% 
of the rice crop value. The above suggests the increasing importance of crop 
related research for the Sahel in order to identify crops with lower water needs
 
than those traditionall:r grown in this region.
 

Irrigation System Design and H'nagement:
 

Currantly most pumped irrigation systems in the Sahel use open canals and
 
unlined ditches to distribute water to the crops. 
 These systems are relatively 
easily implemented in the field and usa mostly local labor and materials. They 
also tend to have rather high losses - usually 30-30% of the water entering the 
system. In addition, there is a strong tendency to over irrigate, in part, a 
reaction by individual farmers to ensure that they get "their share" of cne 
water. The net result of these factors is for the amounts of water bein- pumped 
to easily be twice that necessary if a low loss, carefully managed, Lrrigarion 
system were utilized. 
With natural gravity irrigation the above factors are 
usually not very important and the open canal, furrow systems, represent an 
optimal choice for irrigation system design. However, with pumped irrtga:ion 
the cost of water can be quite high (l-2 /m3 ) and the use of high loss 
irrigation networks increasingly unicceptable. 

The question of balancing costs of irrigation nec-works (possibly involving canal 
lining, piping, etc.) in order to lower losses against lower pumping costs 
requires increasing attention as the role of pumped irrigation expands. 

/t Arthur D. ittle, Inc. 



The above ±#dicates several of the issues -where pumping energy costs can 

restrict the options for pumped i.rrigation or significantly impact on the 

conditions under which pumptd irrigation projects proceed. The situation is 

seen to involve a complex mix of energy systems, crop selection, and irrigacion 

technology, issues which will be resolved differently in each area. However, 

the above suggests that it is imporant that the right questions be asked in the 

early stages of pumped irrigation project design so that projects are not 

implemented where energy costs alone call into question longer term economic 

viability. 



3.0 ENERGY IMPLICATIONS OF PUMPING OPTIONS (Senegal Example)
 

3.1 Pumuing Options Considered
 

As a practical matter, most systems for irrigation pumping in the near term will 
rely either on diesel driven pumps or on electricit7 supplied by a grid. The 
"grid" power will often, in turn, be supplied by a thermal power plant burning 
fuel oil, diesel fuel, or natural gas. In both cases, petroleum products may 
have to be imported to support the operation of the irrigation pumping system. 
The following discusses the fuel use by the two primary modes of energizing
 
irrigation pumping so that their potential impacts energy
on balances can be 
estimated.
 

a. Direct Diesel Drive
 

Figure 6.1a is a schematic of a direct diesel drive pumping system typical of
 
those widely used where suction ii2ts are lcw. These s7stems usual'7 consist 
o
 
a Diesel engine directly drx4ng a centrifugal pump.
 

The primary parameter determining fuel use in such a system is the system 
efficiency defined as:
 

ns ne X np 

where:
 

ne diesel engine efficiency
 

r p- pump efficiency
 

As indicated in Reference 2, Diesel engine efficiencies in modest size (3 
- 30
 
i,-w) typical of use in the are in theSahel 20-25Z range under field conditions. 
Properly selected pumps can operate with efficiencies of 70-80%. The net system
 
efficiencies of direct drive Diesel systems is, 
therefore, in the 14-i7% range. 
Achieving this efficiency range -s till contingent on properly matching eng Ines 
and pumps for the applications in question. T" .7 2 '- --7-.-

AL Arthur D. Lirtle, hic. 
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TABLE 3.1 

PMIPING SYSTM OPTIONS 

o 	 FLOATING PLATFORMAX DIESEL PUMPS 

o 	 FLOATING PLATFORM ELECTRIC-DRIVEN SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS 

-	 DEDICATED DIESEL GENERATORS 

CONNECTION TO LOCAL ELEC"RIC GRID 

(BADEL AND PODOR ONZILY) 

o 	 PHOTOVOLTAICS 

HAND PUMPS 

o 	 STATIONARY PUMPS (USING DEDICATED DIESEL GENERATORS) 

RIVER WATER 

-	 GRCUND WATER 

it Arthur D. Little, Inc. 
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efficiencies can easily drop to 50-60% if used under inappropriate head 

conditions and/or poorly maintained inlet suction conditions. Improper pumpins
 

system can easily increase pumping fuel requirements by 30-50%.
 

b. Electric Driven Pumoing System
 

tgu5re 3.1b is a schematic of an electric driven pumping system assuming che 

source of electricity is a thermal plant (shown as a diesel generator). As 

indicated, the efficiency of this arrangement (which includes many rural 

electrification systems) is given by: 

ns - n X (n X n x x n 
s.e g T ~ p 

n - electric generator efficiencyS 

nT tran5t.issic./distributicn line efficiency 

7 e2acrlc rotor e±:i±iat 

There is a common perception that the electric option would be more energy 

intensive than the direct drive Diesdls due to losses in electricity generation
 

transmission, and motors. Indeed, if the engine and pump efficiencies for =he
 

two options are the same, then the electric option will require 20-30% morq frus
 

than direct drive Diesel systems even with line losses within accepted ranges. 

In practice, however, the electric option will often involve larger Diesel 

generators operated by the utility which, on average, might be more efficienz 

than small, locally maintained, engines. For example, this appears ca be :he 

case in Senegal. The small (500 k9) of Diesel capacity at the towns along =he 

Senegal River operate with efficiencies of 25-28% which is higher than would 

normally be expected from a 20 kW field unit. In properly designed syszems 
(particularly those with low line losses), the higher engine efficiencies will
 

tend to counteract the electric conversion/transmission inefficiencies.
 

To account for the wide range of possibilities two cases are considered belcw:
 

/A Arthur D. Little, Inc. 



(U) High Efficiency System
 

This case assumes a well maintained electric generating and transmission system
 
and use of high quality electric driven pumps. 
 The efficienc7 assumptions are:
 

n - 28 percent (good central diesel generators or small steam power plant)
 

- 90 percent 
g
 

rT - 90 percent
 
- 90 percent
 

n- 70 percent
 
p
 

System Efficiency --n - 14.3 percent 

(ii) Low Efficiency System
 

This case corr-esponds ta 
one comonly found in LfC which have a combdnation of:
 

a LOW efficiency electric generation facilities comprised of some mix of 
small (poorly maintained) steam plants, gas turbines, or old diesel
 
engines.
 

o Higa transmission/dlstribution losses due 
to a combination of undersized 
lines, poor connection practices, and long distances. 

The efficiency assumptions of this case are:
 

ne - 23 percent
 

Ti - 90 percentg
 
nT - 75 percent
 

T_ 90 percent
 

np - 70 percent
 

System Efflciency - Ti 9.7 percent3 

/t Arthur D. lite,Inc. 



Figure 3.2 indicates the resultani fuel consumption per M3 of water pumped for 

these two cases.
 

3.2 Capital Cos: Implications of Pumninq Options (Large vs. Small Scale 

Pumping) 

Each situation will have specialized characteristics affecting the selection of
 
pumping system. Table 3.1 indicates a range of u r .tam aranmeria 
specifically addressed in a study on pumping options in Senegal and Maurtania. 
These options are also those in use or which could be considered for use in
 
other areas where irrigation pumping is required. 
Of the options indicated, the 
Diesel driven floating pumps (G1P) are most commonly used along the Senegal 
River. Similar units are also used in Mali and Niger. One incentive for 
floating units along such rivers is the large variation in river level by season 
and associated shifting of river channels (per Figure 3.3). Each of these units
 

can irrigate 20-50 hectares of land.
 

There are also a small number of ftxed pumping stations in place or being 
considered for providing water co large projects (500-1000 hectares). Figure 
3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 are views of several of these pumping oap:ons as chey are used 
along the Senegal River. Figure 3.4 shows a 22 Hp floating platform Gm unit 
with its associated flexible piping line to account for large changes in river 
level. Figure 3.5 shows views of an electric pumping system using four floating 
submersible pumps. Electricity in this system is provided by a 100 kw generator 
set placed on shore thereby facilitating maintanance. Figure 3.6 is a view of 
the pumping house and discharge canals of a 1000 HA irrigation project at PODOR. 
Electric power for the system is provided by a 500 !a; dedicated generating 
facility. iowever, a similar installation at KAEDI ('Mauritania) is served by 
the local, (Diesel based) electric utilit,. 

There is often a perception chat large projects might offer economies of scale 
and ha,-- larger developmental impacts. However, experience in the Sahel 
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0 The electrification of the puimps even at a local level paves the way b
establishing local distribution networks for more 
comprehensive
 
electr.ificacion via grid extensions in the future 
once the loads increazse
 

to warant such extensions.
 

There are, therefore, a number of pract:cal reasons for considering the use of
 
electrtfiad pumps, particularl 7 if :igatioa projects 
are considered ia ar.
 
overall regicnal development context. 
 Also, such longer tar planning does not
 
necessarily result 
in higher ini:±al capital costs for 
those elactric Cumps
 
installed during the earlier 
stages of development when dedicated Diesel
 
generators 
are used for pump energizacon.
 

The investment costs indicated by figure 3.7 range from less than 500 
to St,500
 
per hectare depending 
on pump tPe used, location, and size. 
 In general, these
 
costs are often relativel7 modes: compared to 
the overall costs of implemen:in2
 
irrigation projects in Africa. 
These costs often run over SI0,000 per hectare
 
which is one of the reasons that expansion of irri4gatin in .frica has proceeded
 
rater l. Hovever, some of 
the smaller nerimez:ar dvcn 
 : h ":
 
incuts Cf local labor 
(for example, 3ahel-Collerga) have reported costs 
as low
 
as $2,000 per hectare. In general, the 
capi:al investments associated ui:h
 
properly selected pumping systems do 
not appear, in :heoselves, to represen: a
 
major barrier to expanding irrigated areas. The primary issues are the 
recurrent costs associated with fuel use, maintenance, and rapid dapreciacicn 
(note! engine driven pumps will usuall 7 have useful lives of less :han 10 
years).
 

3.3 CroD Selection and 'ater Use 

The cr=ons grown along the Senegal River Valley are typical of those in many 
regions of the Sahel. They include rice, sorghum, corn, and garden t-7ne crops
 
such as onions. 
Most of the irrigated pertmezers are now devoted to rice !urlns 
the rain- season crop (August through October in Senegal) and to "i:ced crops" 
during other seasons. 1: should be noted that, wi:h he exception of Zce, the 
crops gro,#n in irrigated areas are also 3rown using tradi:icnal zechds 
recessional and rain fed agriculture.
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Crop selections and associated pumped water use :equiremencs are deenden: on a
 
complex range of sice specific variables including:
 

- soil condiions 

- climatic conditions
 

- crop strain and fertilizer use
 

- irrigation system efficiencv and tvpe 

In general, rice is usually selected for areas with soiL naving aigher cla 7 
content and low permeability and grains for lighter soils with higher 
permeabilit7 . 3oth t7pes of crops are, however, comonlv grown in :ara.le. (or
 
in series during different seasons) on the same 
irrigated perinecers aicng :he
 

Senegal River.
 

Table 3.2 showt estimates of pumped water requirements ee .::azicns aionz
 

te Senezal River by crop As":aiazon iniesian: 
4= water use by crop, location, and season. 
Reasons for :his include: 

o 7 ocaricns, such as 
Bake!, have higher rainfall thar :he ocher :wc IoLacicns 
resulting in lower rainy season pumping requirements. 

0 Kaedin .auriaina is verT dry and hot resulting in par=icularly high 

transevaporational losses. 
o Grain crops (surghum, etc.) require =uch less water than rice even when 

grown in areas having soil with higher permeabilit 7
 .
 

The reascn stated above for variations in puping wacer requireme:.zs (i.e., 
di..erenl pat:-. -ns, cLinz:a and crops) vi11 :es,-, - siiarae 


variations throughout the Sahelian region. 
Pumping wazer raeuirements of 3,300
 
to 25,000 m 3/k per crop will be comon in this :egion based on present 

crop selections and irriga:ion technologies utilized. 

/t Arthur D. Ltle, Inc. 
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o The electrif cation of the pumps 
even at a local level paves the wair 
b7

establishing 
 local distribucton 
networks 
 for more comprehensive

electrification via grid extensions in the future once 
the loads increase
 
to warrant such extensions.
 

There are, therefore, a number of practical reasons 
for considering the use of

electrifiad pumps, particularly if irriga:ion projects 
are considered in an
 
overall regional development context. 
 Also, such lon3er te.- planning does not
 
necessarily 
result in higher ini±tal capital 
costs for those elactric pumps

installed 
during the earlier stages of development 
 when dedicated Oiesel
 
generators are used for pump energ±zacion.
 

The investment costs indicated by figure 3.7 range from less than 500 to 
SI,500
 
per hectare depending on pump t-pe used, location. and size. 
 In general, these
 
costs are often relatively modes: compared to the overall costs of implemen:ing

irrigation projects in Africa. 
These costs often run over 
SI0,000 per hec:are

which is one of the reasons 
that expansion of irrigaticn in Africa has proceeda

rather sHatv. 
 zotever, some of the smaller perieaz-ar Ta:.

in-uts cf local labor 
(for exawple, 3ahel-Collerga) have repor:ed costs 
as lo 
as 
$2,000 per hectare. In general, the capi'lL investments assocLatad i:h 
properly selected pumping systems do not 
appear, in :henselves, to 
re-resent a

major barrier to expanding irrigated areas. The primary issues are the 
recurr.ent costs associated -ith fuel use, maintenance, and rapid depreciaticn
(note: engine driven pumps wil' usually have useful lives of less than 10 
7ears).
 

3.3 Crou Selection and Wa:er Use 

ihe 
cros gron along the Senegal River Valley are tfpica! of those in many

regions of 
the Sahel. They include rice, sorghu=, corn, and garden t-;pe crops

such as onions. 
Yost of the ir.-tgated peri-ecars are now devoted to 
rica iuring
the rain- season crop (August chrnugh October in Senegal) and to "mixed crops"
during other seasons. I: should be noted that, wi.h :he excention of rice, :he 
crops gro,;n in irrigated areas are also 3rown using cradil:cnal nethcds cf flood 
recessional and rain fed agricultura.
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CROP PUMPED WATER REQUIREMENTS - SELECTED SITES
 
ALONG THE SENEGAL RIVER VALLEY
 

(CUBIC METERS PER HECTARE)
 

PODOR KAEDI3 BAKEL
 

HIVERNAGE ! RIcE 
 20,000 14,000 8,8CC
 

CONTRA SEASON'- RICE 25,500 23,200 17,800
 

MIXED CROPS (RAINY SEASON) 9,900 9,900 
 3,70C
 

MIXED CROPS (CONTRA SEASON) 15,100 15,100 5,400
 

li.J, 7 M 1 ,CE CROP GROWN -' 'CU. ..E 'r ;1Y 
SEASON, 

JULY - NoVEMBER, 

CONTRA SEASON" REFERS TO AN OFF-SEASON RICE CROP TYPICALLY GRWN 

FROM JANUARY TO MAY 

3 ,KAEDI rS IN MAURITANIA, THE OTHER TWO SITES IN SENEGAL, 

A Arrhur D. Liald., Inc. f 



3.4. Fuel Use Per Crou
 

The source of water for all the locations considered along the Senegal ?iver was 
the river itself. The vertical lifts varied signiflcantiv by location and by
 
season. 
 In the upper valley, the vertical lifts range from 5m to 10m during :he
 
7ear while in middle vallev location (Podor) the lifts are much lower (2-6m).
These lazge differences in lifts are reflected in large variations in pumping 
energy,requirements. As indicated by Table 3.3 the primar fuel consumption in
 
a Diesel engine pumping unit 
for rainy season 
crops in Bake! are about 100
 
liters/-A. This increases to over 350 liters/HA during the dry season for rice
 
when both pumping lifts and water requirements are higher. By contrast pumping
 
energy in Pador for rice ranges from 120 liters/EA to 315 liters/EA. The lower
 
pumping needs as compared to Bakel are 
due entirel7 to 
the lower vert:cal lifts
 
associated with perimeters near the river.
 

The fuel use for " 
 crped to be muchcoDs" is seen 
 1-cr :h :-r -iz 4n a-.
 
locations due the modest
to more wacer requirements of these crops.

Nevertheless, in areas with large vertical lifts pumping energy !r mixed crops
 
can easily exceed 150 liters/HA; even if river water used.
 

3.5 Observations on Fuel ConsumDtion Trends
 

Figure 3.2 displays several important trends relative to primar- energy use in
 
the operation of irrigation pumping systems. 
These include:
 

The energy required is directly proportional to the lif: through which the 
water is pumped. 7his requires careful exaination of irriga cicn projects

which entail pumping from wells of significant de-th (certainly over 20 
meters) or in the sizing of pipes which migh: be used to :ransfer water 
over large distances. 

o A well designed direct diesel drive is probabl 
 the =os: energy efficien: 
method of punpiag water - particular!v for larger sysze=s 6hchgenera-l*,
 
have higher efficient engines.
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o 
 The pri.mar-7 fuel consumed by'a rural elec:-ification system is cri:alv
 
dependent on the technical characteristics of the system. 
 For a well 
maintained system, primary fuel consumption is comparable to tha: cf a 
direct diesel drive. However, for a poorly maintained and operated system,
 
primar" fuel consumption of the power plant could be t-;ice that for 
a good
 
diesel drive.
 

As 
a practical matter, therefore, the energizing of irrigation pumps via 
aral
 
electrtfication does not have favorable energy use impacts if the electricity is
 
generated by oil fired thermal plants. The energy use related advantages of 
electricall7 drivimg the pumps will depend on a major portion of electrici:7 
being generated b7 some combination of: 

- thermal facilities burning low cost fuels such as caal, peat, cr residual 

oil. 

- low cost hydropower.
 

- renewable energ 
s -s such as "ind cr solar. 
in :hese cases, :he energy content of irrizaticn pumping wi-il be the same as 
indicated in Figure 3.2 (thermal equivalent) but ,he cost of energy will e 
different for diesel engines (which must 
burn high quality dist 'Ilates) and
 
centra" electric facilities.
 

/J. 
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FUEL USE BY DIESEL ENGINES AT 
SELECTED SITES ALONG THE SENEGAL RIVER 

(LITRES PER HECTARE PER CROP) 

RICE HIVERNAGE 

RICE CONTRA SEASON 

MIXED CROPS (RAINY SEASON) 

MIXED CROPS (CONTRA SEASON) 

GRAIN CROP* 

PODOR 

126 

315 

98 

155 

Ono+ 

KED I 

118 

398 

36 

138 

3AKEL 

113 

365 

58 

95 

*BASED ON THE USE OF GROUNDWATER AT A DEPTH OF '50 M 

ON HIGHER GROUND AWAY FROM THE RIVER, 

/A, Arthur D.Litle. Inc. 
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3.5a VIEW OF THIE SUBMIERSIBLE PUMJP SYSTEM FL.OATING PLATFORM, DISCHtAR3L(Note; Pum~ps are suspended benea,theh floating ipl;-'form and are 110L Vi .ihiel 
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4.0 ECONOMICS OF IRRIGATION PUMPING
 

4.1 Cost of Water Delivery
 

The costs of pumped irrigation include:
 

- the cost of fuel required to operate the engine system.
 

- the O&M costs of the engine/pump system.
 

- the capital charges (interest and depreciation) on the capital purchases.
 

For some USAID funded projects trhe full impact of all these costs is not "seen"
 

by the end users. For example, in Senegal the farmers are required to pay only
 

for fuel and a portion of O&M costs. The attractiveness of irrigation pumping
 

in these projects would be significantly diminished if the farmers had to
 

finance the system at market interest rates. The World Bank also pursues an
 

implicit policy which appears to require the recipient country -o pay on.ly
 

recurrent costs and not che investment cost associated wit i.emnir :he 

project. The cost structure of water delivery for irrigation is discussed in 

more detail in this section for the case of Diesel driven pumps. Reference 2 

provides similar analysis for other pumping system options. 

a. Fuel Costs:
 

Previous sections have discussed the fuel requirements for pumping water (per 

figure 3.2) through specified lifts and the total water requirements per crop 

type in one area of the Sahel. The associated cost of fuel for water pumping is
 

then dependent on the cost of Diesel fuel (for engine drives pumps) or
 

electricity. There are tremendous variations in these costs between countries
 

and even between regions within a country. Figure 4.1 shows fuel cost per cubic
 

meter at water pumped based on the energy requirements of Figure 3.2. Curves
 

are shown for two levels of Diesel fuel cost:
 

(i) 	$1 per gallon ($0.26 per lizer) which corresponds roughly to the case
 

in Senegal.
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$2/gallon
 

2.5 

// / 

2,0 Diesel Electric 
S/ (poor efficiency) 

/ $1/gallon fuel 

C4 

"i 1.5 

H 
U)0 Diesel Pump 

1.0 / 7 

0.5 I I 
10 20 30 

TOTAL iEAD, [METERS] 

FIGURE 4.1: "FUE. COST" OF WATER PUMPING FOR I)IESEL AND DIESEL/ELECTRIC PUMPING SYSTEMS 



(ii) 	$2 per gallon ($0.52 per liter) which is consistent with delivered 

costs in many regions of Africa - particularly those with poor road 

access. 

It should be noted that many regions of Africa have even higher delivered fuel
 

costs than that indicated above. As a practical matter, irriration pumping
 

probably should not be encouraged in such areas.
 

Using $1/gallon fuel, the fuel cost alone for water pumping using a dlesel pump
 

is roughly 0.4 % per cubic meter assuming a 10 meter lift. The use of a "lossy" 

electric drive, higher lifts, or higher cost fuel can easily increase this cost 

to over 1.5 g per cubic meter of pumped water - a cost level for fuel alone 

which is probably unacceptable in many cases.
 

b. 0 & M (non fuel) Costs:
 

Opirations and maintenance (O&M) costs can be divided into three segments:
 

o 	 Operational personnel who undertake routine chores such as changing 

oil, filling the gas tank, etc. (referred to as a "Pomviste" in 

Senegal)
 

0 	 Parts and materials for undertaking needed field maincanace (oil, 

filters, etc.) 

o 	 Parts, materials, and labor for undertaking periodic overhauls 

(usually every 4,000 hours even for robustly built, well maincained 

engines) 

Operations and maintenance costs are among the more difficult to estimate. They 

depend on who does the 0&H, the degree to which manufacturers maintenance 

schedules are adhered to, and the local cost of replacement parts. 

AL Arthur D. Urtle, Inc. 	 4-3 
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O&M COST SUMMARY FOR THREE DIESEL PUMP SYSTEMS
 

TOTAL WATER 
COST (g3)ANNUALENGINE RATED 

MODEL CAPACITY COST BAKEL PODOR 

(Hp) $ 

HR-2 22.6 530 0.4 0.1
 

HR-3 33.9 760 0.35 0.076
 

HR-6 75.5 1350 0.27 0.062
 

Assumptions:
 

1.0 Annual operating hours 1200
 

2.0 Cost of overhauls annualized assuming
 

a 10% discount rate. 

/t Artu1 a Utl In,



Appendix 2 presents estimates of O&M costs based on field experience in Senegal 

and the maintenance schedule at one of the leading manufacturers of high 

variability Diesel pumps. The resultant overall 0&1 costs for this specific
 

area are shown on Table 4.1. The variation in pumping costs by region is due to
 

large variations in water flow due to different pumping heads.
 

The annual cost indicated are approximately 15% of the initial capital cost of
 

the engine/pump assembly (i.e. those parts requiring maintenance). rf anything,
 

this is on the lower end of 0&1 experience and reflects the reasonably effective
 

infrastructure developed in Senegal to service the pumping units. Also
 

maintenance costs were estimated based on about 1200 hours of operation per year
 

which corresponds to a single cropping season. Annual OMR costs would increase
 

if pumps are used throughout the year i.e. more hours per year. The primary
 

contributors to the maintenance costs indicated are lubrication oil and parts.
 

The 0& costs are, therefore, similar to fuel costs in being primarily
 

associated with foreign exchan-e.
 

c. Capital costs:
 

Capital costs depend on a range. of parameters including investment cost, useful 

life, salvage values, and interest rates. There are several approaches for 

estimating annual capital costs. The approach used herein is to assume that a 

fixed amount of money must be set aside each year to cover replacement of
 

equipment (i.e. a replacement fund). In addition, if the equipment is purchased
 

on credit, there will be additional annual outlays to cover financing charges.
 

Table 4.2 shows the annual replacement fund charges assuming funds set aside ara
 

invested at 10%.
 

.hese would be the only charges in the situation where the equipment is
 

initially provided free to the irrigation perimeter owners and they are only
 

required to replace it as it wears out. This is the case in many doner funded
 

irrigation projects such as the USAID program in Senegal.
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FIGURE 4.2 

SUMMARY OF ANNUALIZED REPLACEMENT COSTS FOR 

THREE DIESEL PUMP SYSTEMS 

ENGINE CAPACITY INVESTMENT ANNUAL COST OF 

TYPE (Hp) COST REPLACEMENT WATER (BAKEL) 

$ COST S €i1 

HR-2 22.6 16,000 620 0.42
 

HR-3 33.9 20,450 800 0.36
 

HR-4 75.5 31,800 1,250 0.26
 

Assumptions: 

o 	 Life of engine drives of 7 years with other subsystems of between
 

10 - 15 years.
 

o 	 20% salvage value.
 

o 	 Discount rate of 10%.
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It should be noted, however, that one of the persis:!... m '-.- -er- -..... . 

pumped irrigation projects is the establishment of and consistent con:rib-tuonz 
p 

to a replacement fund. A source of serious concern to donors is that when the
 

initial equipment (provided by the donors) wears out that insufficient funds
 

will be available for pump replacement leading to collapse of the irrigation
 

project unless additional donor support is provided.
 

As indicated by Table 4.2, the annualized replacement fund costs are about $620
 

per year for the HR-2 system. The replacement fund cost orly represents about
 

4% of total pumping system cost. This relatively low figure reflects the long
 

life (10-15 years) associated with such static assets as platforms and piping.
 

As a practical matter most of the replacement fund is associated with the
 

engine. The replacement fund represents about 20% of initial'engine tin.estment
 

costs. 

The contribution of capital costs to water costs ranges from .26 /M3 to
 

.42 /M3 depending on financing assumntions.
 

Figure 4.2 shows the impact of fuel, O&M, and capital costs on the overall
 

delivered cost of water for Bakel in Senegal. As indicated, fuel cost is a
 

major component of tha cost structure, particularly with $2/gallon fuel.
 

However, capital costs associated with financing and depreciation are also major
 

cost components and, as previously indicated, often not realistically accounted 

for in assessing the long term viability of irrigation projects. The cost of 

water is seen to range between 2%/M 3 to 3/M3 for the cases cited. This 

corresponds to about $400 per hectare per rainy season rice crop assuming 20,000 
3

3 of water per crop.
 

As indicated in Figure 4.2, capital charges represent a major portion of overall 

pumping costs for the case considc:ed. One of the major assumptions in the 

analyses leading to Figure 4.2 was that pumping occurred during an 8 to L0 hou: 

period through the day as is now normal practice on the small perimeters in 

Senegal. This pumping schedule is certainly the path of least resistance since 

ALArthur D. Lrle,Inc. 4-7 
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it corresponds to existing living patterns of the local population. However, 

capital costs could be significantly reduced if the pumps were operated for 

longer dirations and thereby each pumping unit could irrigate more lands. For 

example, Figure 4.3 indicates pumping costs assuming a 16 hour/day pumping 

schedule. This schedule results in a % reduction in the overall cost structure.
 

Particularly if electrified pumps are used, it may be necessary to improve the 

utilization of costly generating/transmission equipment by insisting on 

nighttime pumping schedules. 

This certainly adds to the complexyity of the social and institutional problems
 

associated with organizing and implementing irrigation projects. In cases with
 

marginal local farmer support, the need for nighttime irrigation might even tip
 

the balance against project implementation. However, the realities of the
 

efficient utilization of high capital cost power and pumping systems have lead
 

to day long (or nearly so) pumping in many LDC'. For example, in Kaedi 

(Mauritania) over 1.000 HA were irrigated as a 2% hour .'ie us4n- eLec-ri 

power provideciby a local grid (cotal capacity of 500 k'-). Similarly, 2A -cur 

pumping cycles are under consideration in Sudan to ensure efficient use of 

regionally supplied electric power. 
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The impact of the pumping 
costs of Section 4.1 

on overall crop economics 
depends
 

on a number of factors 
including:
 

the requirements for other 
cash impacts such as fertilizers, 

purchased
 

-


and labor.
seeds, 
the result of the pumped
 

- the increased value of 
crops grown as 


irrigation.
 

- the alternatives for using 
capital available to the farmers.
 

The second item above is 
particularly critical in 

many countries of the Sahel.
 

These prices are
 
set official prices for major 

crops. 

Most of these countries 

to grow cash crops even without
 

often set at levels which 
make it unprofitable 


Such situations exist for 
example
 

the additional expenses of 
pumped irrigation. 


(/-- )"
 

In Senegal the official price 
of rice is set at 130 CFA/k 


i an
"i. 


tho cost (at the dock) o& 
imported rice from
 

This price is roughly comparable. 
to 


not truly

The official price in Senegal 

is 


southeast Asia (usually 
Thailand). 


transportationif all handling and 
ref.ective of overall importation costs 


Nevertheless, the pricing 
policies in Senegal
 

account.
taken into
charges are makes it a reasonable 
of its neighbors which

than in some 
are more realistic on agricultural


impact of pumped irrigation 
costs 


the
for assessing
example 


profitability. 

and for a similar 
for rice farming in Bakel 

cost summaryaTable 4.3 is seed were obtainedlabor. and
for fertilizers,The figures

Operation in Podor. 

from a recent study by .1.Meita 
of the Senegal Mission (ref. 9) 

which apply to
 

are different between
 
The Podor figures assume 

only pumping costs 

Bakel only. 


the two locations.
 

As indicated by Table 4.3, 
in Bakel the cost of irrigation 

pumping for the rainy
 

considered. 
24% of crop value if capital costs are 

for overaccountseason crop areas is only
on pumped irrigatedof ricethe growingin the rainy seasonEven 

4.11I
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marginally profitable and allows very little margin of error in yields or 

unexpected operational difficulties (pump breakdown). As a result, most farming
 

in this region is still done on a subsistance basis with little economic 

incentive to product marketable surplusses.
 

If a dry season crop were to be produced in Bakel, the irrigation related
 

costs would increase to over 35% of total production costs. The resultant cost
 

would about equal crop value making such second season crops unprofitable. In
 

such regions as Bakel (characterized by high lifts) the merits of double 

cropping will require careful examination.
 

By contrast, irrigation pumping accounts for only about 17% of crop value in 

Podor in either the rainy or contrasaison due to the much lower pumping heads.
 

This is still a heavy burden to bear but results in much larger margins of 

safety than in regions with higher pumping lifts and allows for profitable 

Figure 4.4 shows estimates for agricultural costs in Bakel and Podor if the cost 

of Diesel fuel were to increase to $2.00/gallon - a cost which .is more 

representative of real costs on a delivered basis to many regions of the Sahel. 

In this case, the cost of pumping is so high that it would not be only. 

marginally economical to farm rice even in the rainy season in high lift areas. 

This suggests the extreme sensitivity to energy costs of agriculture which is 

highly dependent on pumped irrigation, particularly in regions with high pumping 

heads. 

The above discussion applies only to one region of the Sahel. Nevertheless, the
 

results provide useful insights into the major role that pumping costs can play 

for irrigated agriculture in the Sahel and other regions of subsahara Africa.
 

In particular, for projects where pumped water is a major portion of overall
 

water needs, pumping costs will be a, if not, the major factor in determining 

economic viability. The situation will be mitigated somewhat where pumped water
 

/t Arthur D. Little, Inc. 4-13 



IMPACT OF PUMPING COSTS ON 

ECONOMICS OF RICE PADDY PRODUCTION
 

A. BAKEL 

0 PUMPING COST 


0 OTHER COSTS 


TOTAL 


B. PODOR** 

0 PUMPING COST 


0 OTHER COSTS 


TOTAL 

OFFICIAL SELLING 

(CFA/Kg) 

HIVERNAGE* CONTRASAISON* 

14.4 25.8 

Z'5.0. 45.0 

59.4 70.8 

9.2 16.6 

45.0 45.0 

54.2 61.6 

PRICE 70 70 

* Assumes 5 ton yield per hectare 

** Assume "other costs" same as for Bakel 
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TABLE 4.4 

IMPACT OF PUMPING COSTS ON 

ECONOMICS OF RICE PADDY PRODUCTION 

(CFA/Kg) 

HIVERNAGE* CONTRASAISON* 

A. BAKEL 

0 PUMPING COST 19.5 35.0 

0 OTHER COSTS 45.0 45.0 

TOTAL 64.3 80.0 

B. PODOR** 

0 PUMPING COST 12.5 22.5 

0 OTHER COSTS 45.0 45.0 

TOTAL 57.5 67.5 

OFFICIAL SELLING PRICE 70 70 

* Assumes 5 ton yield per hectare 

** Assume "other costs" same as for Bakel 
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is only supplemental to gravity feed water due to significant (<300 mm)
 

rainfall.
 

As a 	result, each case would have to be examined based on project specific
 

conditions, to ensure that the recurrent costs associated pumping can be
 

sustained by the local farmers after the donor organizations have completed
 

their infrastructure development activities.
 

4.3 	 Potential for Electrification
 

The prior discussion focuses oft the impacts of pumping costs on crop economics
 

assuming the use of direct drive Diesel pumps which are now in prevalent use 

along the Senegal River and elsewhere in Subsahara Africa. The aforementioned 

pumping study for this region also closely examined the potential for 

elactrifying the pumps and the economic implications of so doing. Two general
 

options were considered:
 

0 	 Electrifying specific pumping units using Diesel generated electricity
 

from nearby local grids.
 

0 	 Extending the grid along the valley to make use of central power
 

generated by thermal means (on the coast using lower cost fuels) or,
 

in the future, by low cost hydropower from the Manantalli Dam. Only
 

generalized long term implications of this option were provided within
 

the limited scope of the Senegal River study.
 

The impacts of each option we discussed briefly below:
 

o 	 Diesel Generated Electricity:
 

The electrification of pumping units at both Bikel and Podur would 

require the installation of roughly 3 km of 15 kVA electric 

transmission lines with associated interface transformers and 

controls. In each case is was assumed the submersible pumps on 
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floating platforms would be utilized. Power would be provided by existing
 

Senelic facilities (500 kw) which are currently operated at very low capacity 

factors due to small household loads in these regions. The analyses indicated 

that this option was lower cost by about 15% than the use of direct drive 

Diesels due to a combination of:
 

- lower O&H costs (as a unit output basis) on the margin since O&4 

staff were already needed for a system operation to service non pump
 

loads.
 

- reduced capital costs due to the longer life of larger, well 

maintained, stationary Diesel units, and the fact that new units 

were not required to serve the incremental pumping loads. 

The modest estimated difference in pumping costs between local electrification
 

and direct drive Diesels is probably, in itself, not very important in affecting
 

the general conclusions arrived at in previous sections and, as a practical
 

matter, fall well within the ranze of caiculational errors used in the 
4astimatin f')wocess L. . :he con luzicn :ha: loca. e.ec-rifica=ion is lower cOs:
 

than direct drive Diesels is not a very firm one and certainly no generally
 

applicable.
 

There are, however, several other significant advantages- associated wiZh the
 

local electrification option in addition to possible lower costs. These
 

include:
 

- the engine systems can be maintained by trained technicians thereby 

better ensuring reliable, long term, engine operation. 

- the operation of the pumping units is greatly simplified from the 

farmers viewpoint thereby adding to the flexibility and desirability 

of implementing smaller scale pumped irrigation projects.
 

- the floating platforms can be placed further out in the river since 

daily access to the pumps is not required (as in the case with 

Diesel pumps). This results in simplified pump operation and 
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reduced possibilities for clogged inlet lines (an advantage
 

on the Senegal River which will be applicable only in other
 

locations with floating pump systems).
 

- the pump electrification provides base load to the utilities 
which improves the operation efficiency of the local generating
 

plants and provide additional incentives to expand the electric
 

grid. This expansion often has other productive and social
 

benefits in addition to energizing the pumping units. 

The above factors, combined with a highly competitive cost structure, resulted 
in the Senegal River study recommending electrifying the pumps in those two 
locations with good access to available electric generation capacity. Although
 

the results are by no means universal, pump electrification merits serious
 

con.sideration wherever similar situations exist.
 

Central Grid Expansion:
 

The Senegal River Valley currently has only scattered electric service in three
 

of the larger towns. The total installed capacity is roughly 1,500 k of Diesel
 

generators. Even this is operated at only about a 15% 
capacity factor attesting
 

to the low level of normal household and light commercial loads in these areas.
 

By contrast, the approximately 300 Diesel pumps already in use along the river
 

have approximately 7,000 kW of capacity.
 

Some work has been done to assess the potential for transmitting hydropower from
 

the Manantalli Dam across central Senegal to Dakar. 
 Little attention was given
 

to extending power from this source down the Senegal River valley in part due to
 
the very low electric loads now prevalent in the region. However, consideration
 

of the possible loads have not taken into account the major potential impact
 

associated with electrifying the pumps. Based on current plans to bring an
 

additional 50,000 hectares under cultivation by 2,000 and 100,000 hectares by
 

2010 the potential pumping load alone along the river could exceed 100 MW or
 

roughly 50% of Senegal's allocation of Manantalli power (also equal to present
 

nationwide generating capacity).
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Preliminary studies have indicated that hydropower from Manantalli could have 

one thlrd to half the cost of thermally generated power when serving loads with 

high capacity factors. This could be the case for pumping in the valley and, if 

so, would significantly improve the economics of pumping irrigation agriculture
 

in the long term. VErifying this potential would, however, require detailed
 

engineering cost studies which take into account actual transmission line costs,
 

and projections. 

The important issue is, however, that the economic viability of electrifying the
 

valley (whether by thermal or hydropower means) is strongly dependent on the 

major, steady, loads which would result from pumped irrigation. This 

exemplifies the important linkages between agricultural expansion plans (based, 

in part, on pumping) and electric sector expansion which may often exist in 

regions of subsahira Africa. 
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5.0 POLICY ISSUES - OVV7EW 

Lcperience in several countries referenced in this 
report indicate that there 
are a number of important policy issues which must be considered vhen
 
considering e.xpansion of irrigation based on pumped water and the oftan 
associated role ruralof electrification. Onl7 by considering the costs and 
benefits of irrigation pumping within a broader context of agricultural and 
energy sector planning can reasoned assessments be made of overall economics 
and, in particular, the true nature of recurrent costs both on a prcject basis
 
and a national basis.
 

These policy issues include those associated with:
 

o Diesel vs Electrified Pumping
 

o Electricity P-icing
 
o Grid Ex:ension Econcmics
 

o Role of Distributed Power Systems
 
o Crop Selection - Irrigation System Design
 
o Coordination of Agricultural Expansion and Energ-y Sector Planning 
o Food Pricing Policies
 

Clearly, there will be a vide variation in the importance of different po!ic 7

issues between countries. Nevertheless, each of the policy issues 
 can be

addressed in a consistant manner to ensure that the right questions are being
asked and to provide a general framework for project specific 
 making.
 

Each of these policy issues is briefly discussed below.
 

5.. Enerzy?ricing
 

There is a tendency :o provide rural areas, 
in general, an: :aers, i 
particular, with electric tariffs, and Diesel fuel costs "hlzh :::, . 
subsidized. For example, this was an over: policy in Pakistan and "was Z
 
pclI 7 in Senegal.
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suggests that such large projects are difficult to properly manage. :n
 
addition, as zzdicatad in Figure 3.7, there is no i.ncentive to pursue large
 
projects based 
on the capital costs of the pumping systems. in fact, the fi:ed
 
pumping systems are considerably more costly than either Diesel or electrical>7
 
driven floating units. This is due to the extensive civil work required 
to
 
install fixed pumping systems, particularly along waterways w_th large 
seasonal
 
fluctuations in water level. 
 The costs for fixed pumping units will certain 7
 
be site specific. However, the implications of these previous studies 
is :hat
 
any assumptions relative to inherent economies 
of scale in pumping systems
 

should be examined very closely during the design of projects.
 

If each increment of irrigated area is considered as a seoarate project, the 
most flexible and lowest cost option for providing pumping is probabl 7 a GY-P 
unit (whether floating or positioned on a river bank). However, if the 
e.,ansion of irrizated areas is considered on a re-icnal basis over time, then 
consideration should be civen to -- :unzs i--ri-:ne As in-if... - .. 

z3.7, flcating plazfo- elecr dr&.-en subnrzabla -ps Z." cf :an 1a :-e.-:es: 
cost option. Additional practical advantages associated with this option
 

include:
 

o 	 A multiplict- of pumping units can be se.red from a "central" Dower sysen
 
serving local or regional needs. 
 Even if using Diesel fuel, the "cenzral"
 
power unit can be professionally -an and maintained, thereby improving
 

reliability and better ensuring efficient operation. 
Also, in some cases
 
the central power unit might provide the flexibility to be able to utiliZe
 
local>y available fuels for the oaera:icn with signif can: reductions 

fuel costs. 

o 	 The basis cf =any oumped irrigation projects has been te- i 
local farmers to consiscent! 7 =aintain and operate s=_all Diesel pumps. BV
 
comparison, the operation of small electric pu=ps is Cuite 
straighcforvard
 
and relieves the farmers of the onerous 
need to gain significant mechanical 

skills. As such, the farmers can focus :heir azanticn or, the diff 

enough task of managing :he irrigarion system i:se'-. The usa of 
electrified p mps served by local or regional grids cculd :herefore i=mr:':e 
:he chances cf success in the irrigaed perine:ers. 
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Energy. pricing policies can have a dramatic affect on the perceived overall 
economics of irrigation projects and strongl 7 influence the choice of pumping 
s7stems. For example, the switch from Diesal to electric pumps in ?akis:an was 
due primarl17 to heavil 7 subsidized electric tariffs specificallv tailored to 

irr-4.gation pumps.
 

One can question the wisdom of subsidized energy inputs -or a -r-ulture,
 
however, in fact, rural America owes 
 much of -s eariear growth to -hat -as, -n
 
effect, a heavil 7 subsidized expansion of rural electrification. 1c is
 
important, however, to understand before hand zhe extent 
 and impact of subsidies
 
in place or being contemplated. Otherwise, inappropriate policies relative :0
 
both the agriculture and energy sector cculd be inadvertently impleme:ltad, and
 
encouraged by donor assistance.
 

Two such examples are cited below:
 

(a) ?akistan: One of the general poaliaies guidng the rura e':_aai,n 
expansion in ?akis:a= was zo focus cn :hose areas wiere eectrici::7 oul! 
be used to displace Diesel pumps with elec4--ied ones. The rationale for 
this was the much lower cost (co the farers) of operating the elec:r4c 
pumps and the perceived national benefits of reducing Diesel fuel use. As
 
indicated 
in Reference 1, this polic7 was seriously flawed. All new
 
additions to rural load had to be accompanied by additional, costl7, fuel
 
fired (mcstl7 oil) electric generating capaci:T and exar
.icn of already
 
strained transmission systems.CcnsequenC!V, 
:he real costs of electrifyin
 
the pumps were considerab!7 higher than allowing existing Diesel punos 
:o
 
continue operating. National policies to encourage elez. --
 -g the -uvmms 
merely shifted costs from the agriculcural sector to an alread7 strained 
electric sector with the addttonal costs hidden by the subsidies to the 
farmers on electrc_:7 purchased for pumping. 

(b) Senezal: As indicated in Reference 2, :he pump 
surrey team rec:=endec 
that consideracion be given to elec:rif. irrizatcn oumps in :to szeci5Z: 
locations using locall7 produced electric power. The report cleary 
stated, hcwever, tha: the "apparent" favorabl econcmics of the opztion were
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in par: the result of national policies to have uniform tariffs throughout
 
the country which, in effect, subsidized relative!y high cost rural power
 
produced b7 autonomous Diesel generators. A policy of large scale
 
electrification of the pumps would impose a large financial burden on 
the
 

utilit7 unless accompanied by a program to electrif7 the valley with low
 
cost hydropower (possibly from Monentali) or thermal power produced using
 

lower cost fuels.
 

As suggested by these examples, it is important that USA-D (or.other donors)
 
does not 
adopt policy positions which, in effect, Justify irrigation projects
 
based on highl7 subsidized energy costs. So doing will only hide the 
true value
 
of recurrent costs and 4eopardize the longer term viability of the projects i!
 

energy costs are raised to more financially viable levels.
 

5.2 Cron Pricing Policies
 

Snny countries have c: *Pri ing 
olioies which :end to undervalue agricul ural
 
produce in order to provide cheaper 
food for urban residents. Although
 
politically popular, such policies 
are usually destructive of rural economies
 
and hence we a frequent source of "polic7 dialogue" bet-ween USAID and host
 
goverrnments. This situation is par:icularly severe 
in some countries of Africa. 

Such policies can also make irrigated agriculture highly uneconomic rom the
 
point of view of 
the farmers - even in cases where it -would be profitable i the
 
increased prcduction were priced at realistic levels. 
 This was exemplified by
 
the case in Senegal where the official price for rice ,as such that pumned
 
irrigatcon using the Senegal River valley -as 
only marsinalZv azrac:fve (at
 
best) if all cos:s were actually accrued by -he farmers. As a result, =os-. 
farmers with access to an irrigated perimeter along the middle and upper valleys 
still engage in subsistence farming producing very limited marketable surpluses 
- a situation common in Africa and one contributing to food shortages in :his 

region. The marginal profitabilit7 of i-rigatad agricul:ure is responsible for 
the limited interest in co=ercial scale farming in this region on the larger 
irrigated per.neters, which would contribute to increased food produc:±on for 
marketing in urban areks.
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In countries, therefore, where indreases in agricultural output w4ill depend on 
large part on pumped water, the need for rationale food pricing policies will be
 
even mdre critical than when dealing ih low capital input traditional fo-_s of 
agriculture.
 

USAID and other donors should, therefore, reinforce policies which Cie sup.ort. 
for expanding agricultural output based on irrigation projects to fiod pricing 
policies which can make such agriculture potpna!!7 profitable
prftal l-c
whil-- a!!cwlng
 
for paying the substantial recurrent costs 
associated with irrigated
 

agriculture.
 

5.3 Artcultur! E..ansion 
- Ener3y Sector Planninz Coordination
 

There is a cendenc7 for agricultural sector planning 
to take place wi:h ±It.::i, 
if any, reference to overall national energ7 impacts or rural electrification 
plans. The reverse of this is also true, i.e., 
energy sector planning orten is
 
done wit.h 
little awareness of the impact of aori:u.:ura- .s::'r .4rzec:s. 

As a resui, irigation projects tend to be implemented withcu rezard "o or 
overall energy supply strategy which could lower costs in the long ,e. For
 
example, in Senegal it appears that the long term agricultural e:-ansion plans
 
along the Senegal River could 
strongly influence the projects for 
electrification using hydropower. Due to the lack of coordinatcon bet-;een tihe 
sectors 
this issue has not been adequata!7 considered. Similarl>, as suggested
 
by the experience 
in .akistan, the impacts of i:rigation pumping reeds on rural
 
electrification in-rastructure, central station generating capaci:-, expansion 
and fuel impacts 
are often not considered and zara7 ;uanctfiad.
 

Significant expansions of irrigated agriculture requiring pumping should be ,oine
 
consistent wich overall energy sector planning to notential>7 lcwer csts,
 
provide inputs 
as to selection cf-pumpin- system technologies, ensure -ha: al 
the infras-ucture and fuel cost fac:orB are accounted for in the e .a 
process, and to ersura that the anerg:. related inputs are, In fact:, axai:'a-:a to 
the project.
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5.4 Role of Distributed Power Svs-tems
 

As a practical matter, the irrigation pumps will often be the largest load 
associated w--th rural development projects in LDC. 
This is certainl7 the case
 
throughout the rural regions of Pakisian and along the Senegal River Valley. 
i:
 
also appears to be the case regions of Sudan severalin many the and other 
African counr.ries. The issue of energizing the pumps and providing rural power 
in general are therefore, often highly intertwined.
 

Implementing rural development projects 
is a complex undertaking involving
 
myriad social, institutional, and technical issues and problems. 
 'ne inclusion 
of irrigation with associated pumping fur:her complicates an already difficult 
undertaking. The questcons associated with how best to energize the pumps are
 
understandably often relegated to secondary states in the overall planning
 
process. The choice 
is usuall7 made based on tw.o options: individualized
 
Diesel pumps or extending an alread7 established elec-ric util:7 grid. 

However, as previously discussed, the recurrent costs astociated with irrigation
 
pumping can have a-major impact on overall crop economics and, therefore, rural,
 
development prospects. 
 As a result, donor organizations should give increa'sed 
a-:enticn to alternative means of providing critical power needs in rural
 
development projects; 
including the role of larger distributed power systems
 
using minigrids to serve regional needs.
 

Although modest by U.S. or European standards, the regional power needs in LDC 
are ofen still measured in the megawatts. For example, providing suffi:ien
power for 50 
irrigat_.n pumps along the Senegal River would necessitate about
 
megawatts of power. S" " 
 :ilarl
"he regional needs in the proximity of a mediu
size town (10,000) in Pakistan is oftan in 
excess of 10 MW. As a pracccal 
matter, regional development involving pumped irrigaticn will , ften require 
power generacion capacitLes in the range of 1-50 .W. The cc=on approach for
 
serv.ng regional load centers of this ismagnitude :o extend :he central. -rd 

- S install cnven-ional diesel or gas turbine 
----= aci-- :h rtas the consumption of high cost, imported 
a . For this inarmediate :ange of power :evels, mora 
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consideration should be given 
to .an exa=nded :achnology base of distributed
 
power s7stem using some combination of:
 

o Biomass fired power systems;
 

o 
 Coal or peat fired power systems;
 

o Local hydropower power systems;
 

o H7brid power systems which combine the above or solar/wind 
systems with diesel generators (to conserve on imported fuel 

needs). 

The use of distributed power system in this capacity range has several distinct
 

advantages:
 

o 
 The size is large encuzh to result in :he eXZi'-en- ccerati :n of 

-- C . - -  -

lower power levels. 7he economics of scale are 
associaced with
 
capital equipment costs and, perhaps more important, the abilit'r
 
to afford trained staff responsible for 0&&{ and the manage=ent 0f
 
the facility.
 

o 
 The "size is small enough to:
 

a) Provide additional 
flexibilit7 to use indigenous energy
 
resources (wood, peat coal, etc.) 
which may not be (and is 
often not) available in sufficient: 7 large quantities to 
support conventional (multi hundred megawatt) power plants. 

b) Provide appropriate capaci-t 
 to serve regional load centars
 
w1ith local grids and often still be 
ins:a2.ad In ult-i le 
units to provide backup capabilit7. 
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C) Be available in prepackaged systems which 
can be :ead_17
 
transported to the site and installed in a short period with
 

a minimum of site labor.
 

d) Be made available in standard units resulting 
in inter
changeable parts and a common O&M training program.
 

Utility planners in LDC were often trained in the U.S. or Europe where the bias 
is strongly in the direction of central grid expansion based on large central 
generating faclit±es. The option to use a varlety of Jntermediate scale
 
generating facilities with associated fuel flexibility, siting fiexibilic7, 
and
 
possibly 
lower capital costs (par:icularly if transmission 
and distribution
 
networks are considered) ±s, therefore, not usuall 7 considered by LDC utility 

planners or by those in donor organization responsible for designing rural 
development or rural electrification programs. 

.5 Cro Select4en -lrri -n S1_r4ze
 

This repot: dealt primarily with the mechanics and costs of pumped irrigation 
assuming water use patterns as 
a given. These water use patterns are, in :urn,
 

a func:ion of crop selection, irrigation system design, and cli=ate. 
The lat-er
factor is beyond the control of project designers. 
 The first two can, however,
 
within some 
 influenced
limits be by proper policies and system design
 

guidelines.
 

A. irrigaticn System Desir2.
 

Both the literature and discussicns *wizh 
:4elA workers indicate th-at the amounts 
of water used for irrigation are usually well in excess of that needed. :his is
 
due to two primary factors:
 

(a) ?cor design of 
irrigation system distribution 
and water :anae=en:
 
systems resulting in 
 arge losses of water by evaporation, runoff, and
 
leakage.
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(b) Over irrigation of cropd by individual farmers based bo:h cn 
=
 
to 'ensure adequaca water within an unraliable system (better get 
it
 
while ic's available) and a lack of knowledge of proper irri-a:i:z
 

practice.
 

Excess water use, in turn, has several deleterious effects:
 

- It directl7 increases pumping costs which, as indicated earlier, can 
be a major cost factor In crop economics.
 

- I can harm crop production by increasing salinit7 problems and
 
waterlogging.
 

in the countries addressed in this report, irri.gation distribucion systems 
were
 
in general open, unlined, ditches 
which had high losses, - probabl7
 
underestimated in pro-ectig crop water requirements. 
 Losses frcm such sys:a=s
 

-d.eending
ru to -0Z. sozl niins, cn- - .... d a..
 
management praccicas. This situation is common throughout Africa and is
 
prcbably a reasonable, low cost, choice where gravit7 
fed irrization is used.
 
Hcwever, where pumped water is 
used the high losses associated 'i:h suc.h
 
rudimentar7 
 irrigation distribution systems adversel 7 (and s_if.can:l. so)

affects overall pumping costs. 
 These losses could be greatly reduced by such
 
measures 
 as lining canals, using piping fcr distribution, and var-1cus fos oz
 
drip irrigation (for some crops). However, these measures increase 
the initial
 
cost of implementing irigation projects. No sources were _ien.i.ed during
this project where the tradeoffs between reduced pumping cost and increased 
capital costs 
for improved irrigation systems have been made. USAZD and or 
donors should consider a policy whereby such tradeoffs are 
made earl7 in the
 
planning stages of rural development projects incorporating plumped irrigaticn.

'his 
could helo ensure that irrigation project d0s4gns represent 
a reasonable
 
compromise between ini:al capital costs and recurrent costs. 
 Since :he :atter
 
costs 
are the Achilles' heal of many irrigation proeczs, these tradecffs cculd 
well indicate that 
more funds spent in reducing water losses would represen= an
 
appropriate approach in many cases 
- particularly in Airica.
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